
The story of ABU and me… 

By 

Coenraad van den Heever (PhD) 

(Part 2) 

Welcome to the second part of my story! As you may recall, I concluded Part 1 with a tribute 

to my dear ABU mate, Gert Delport (1951-2014), who passed on due to cancer. He’s main 

interest revolved around the Ambassadeur, especially the Ultra Mag’s of the 80’s. Gert had 

the entire series, both left or right hand models, and even had two of these reels that was 

not part of his collection which he used to catch Bass with. When visiting him, we always 

ended up talking about ABU and speculated how far the Ultra Mag’s actually could cast with 

ceramic bearings etc.! Fond memories…  

 

 

 

Please see Per Erlandsen’s full discussion on these champion casters! (Graphite Revolution: 

Part 1). Great work. 



Getting back to my Abu Matic 290 C, Gert tried his utmost best to obtain spares needed to 

fix this reel for me. Even one of his contacts in Canada could not help with this particular 

reel, but for the Swedish workhorses no problem! I guess being a Japanese model, spares 

are not easily obtained? Maybe I am wrong… Even until today, I have not managed to repair 

this sentimental reel. Maybe I should just buy another used or abused one on old flee-bay 

and use it for spares… Consider this work in progress!  

 

At one of my local tackle shops in 2007-2008, a sales assistant heard of my obsession with 

ABU and kindly donated two used ABU Tight Line catalogues (circa 1999 & 2000). Now my 

Tight Lines collection amounted to three, including the 1990 version. Again I was confronted 

with the fabulous Morrum line- up:  

 

 

 

Oh the emotional turmoil of not owning this silver dream machine! , but now I was also 

introduced to the ONLY Swedish spinning reel on the market. You probably guessed it (drum 



roll please!): “The Suveran” (Kindly see the review of Alan Hawk on this ground breaking 

reel- many thanks Wayne for listing this superb review!). I think my eyes have probably 

burned a hole in that particular Tight Lines page, because of the numerous times I have 

‘studied’ it:  

 



 

 

Go ahead laugh all you like, I can take it! After regaining your composure, please go to the 

early advertising section from South Africa and look at the date the person wrote the review 

on the ABU Morrum. Sam Knox has written it almost ten years back, but fortunately also 

included his mobile number! In 2009, I decided to take a chance and phone him… You see 

how ABU sick I am? But also don’t forget desperate!  

 

After a couple of rings, a person answered: “Yes, this is Sam Knox”. Success! Now I have to 

try to explain the purpose of my call… Fortunately, Sam did not find the call strange at all.  

“There are a couple of the Morrum’s floating around in South Africa, but I still have a brand 

new M 5600 C in the box if you would like to buy it”? Seizing the opportunity, I also asked 

about the Suveran if he had heard about this reel: “Yes, I also have one of those in good 

condition, would you also like to buy it?” What??? Two birds with one stone, I must be 

doing something right! After violating my credit card, I received my two super reels of 



Sweden a couple of days later. I finally managed to obtain an ABU Morrum that I was 

longing for since 1999, but also the magnificent Suveran.  

 

 

 

As Wayne correctly pointed out patience is of the essence in this hobby, not even to 

mention the financial cost involved. I concur mate!     

 

Up until now, I bought ABU reels in South Africa, mainly one’s in current production. Later 

that same year, I decided to give e-bay a shot…Now for the classics!  

 

This concludes Part 2 of ABU and me.         

                          

        

 

 


